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!e le" edge of the word is a strong position; it tends to resist phonological 
processes and be the le" anchor in the formation of hypocoristics, in Hebrew 
(e.g. [matitjáhu]  [máti]) as well as in other languages. However, when 
the le" edge of the base name hosts a weak segment, it has a good chance 
of being truncated (e.g. [jis!aéla]  [!éli]). Truncation at the le" edge 
(apheresis), as I show, is gradual; the weaker the segment at the le" edge of 
the base, the greater the tendency to truncate this edge. Truncation at the 
le" edge, as I argue, is a strengthening strategy – strengthening by avoiding 
the weak. 

1. Introduction

In his 1999 article, “!e beginning of the word”, Lowenstamm draws our attention 
to word-initial position, which has been recognized in the linguistic and psycho-
linguistic literature as a “strong” position (Marslen-Wilson and Zwitserlood 1989, 
Goodglass et al. 1997, Beckman 1998, Smith 2002 among many others). Within 
the framework of Government Phonology (Kaye et al. 1985 and subsequent stud-
ies), Lowenstamm (1999) replaces the traditional # boundary in word initial posi-
tion with a CV span, thus providing a phonological correlate to the strength of the 
le" edge of the word (see further development in Ségéral and Scheer 2008b and 
Kula and Marten 2009). 

!is “active” manifestation of strength in word initial position is rather unique, 
contrasting with the more common “passive” one, where strength is manifested 
with resistance to weakening processes (Hyman 1975), o"en neutralization pro-
cesses (Steriade 1994). !is is known as positional faithfulness (Beckman 1998), 
i.e. the resistance of word initial position (and other strong positions) to phono-
logical processes. 
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In this paper, I draw attention to another strategy of active strengthening in 
word initial position. On the basis of data from Modern Hebrew, I show that the 
formation of hypocoristics can involve truncation at the beginning of the word, in 
order to enhance the strength of this edge. While Hebrew hypocoristics are usu-
ally le"-anchored with their base (e.g. [mó!dexai]  [mó!di]), those beginning 
with a weak consonant or with a vowel tend to be mis-anchored (e.g. [!axel]  
[xéli], [alóna]  [lóni]).1 !e quantitative data reveal that the lower the initial seg-
ment on the segmental strength hierarchy, the higher the chance of truncation at 
the beginning of the name. 

I start the discussion in §2 with a brief review of the notion of strength and 
strengthening. Attention is drawn to the distinction between segmental and posi-
tional strength and the optimal interaction between the two (§2.1), and the 
distinction between active vs. passive strengthening (§2.2). I then turn in §3 to 
hypocoristics, starting with the main parameters relevant to their formation (§3.1), 
with emphasis on the one relevant to the present study – the Le"-edge Parameter 
(§3.2). In §4, I discuss the setting of the Le"-edge Parameter in Hebrew hypoco-
ristics, showing that it is usually set to the le" edge of the base (§4.1). However, 
when the le" edge of the base is weak, the parameter setting is somewhat dissolved 
and mis-anchoring arises (§4.2). Concluding in §5, I draw attention to other cases 
of le" edge truncation and address their limitations and thus their rarity.

2. Strength and strengthening 

A discussion of “strengthening” must be preceded by at least a short note on 
“weakening”, and both terms cannot be used without reference to their near equals 
“lenition” and “fortition”. !e following is a very brief review, just enough to keep 
us going. For an extensive discussion on the topic, the reader is referred to the re-
cent studies in de Carvalho et al. (2008) and Nasukawa and Backley (2009), as well 
as references therein. 

2.1 Segmental strength and positional strength

As a domain of inquiry, the notion of strength hosts mostly weakening/ lenition. 
!e empirical basis of weakening was mainly historical change, with attention to 
consonants, as in the much discussed historical change t > d > # > Ø (Latin vita 
‘life’ > Older Spanish vida > Modern Spanish vi!a > Modern French vie [vi]). 
Weakening includes not only spirantization and intervocalic voicing, but also de-
buccalization, vowel reduction and vowel shortening (see a survey in Kirshner 
1998). Note, however, that linguists may disagree with regard to the classi$cation 
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of a particular process, and as Harris (1990, 257) put it, “one researcher’s lenition 
frequently turns out to be another’s fortition”.

Most studies on weakening or strengthening assume a segmental strength hi-
erarchy, like the one given in (1) for consonants, or the one presented in Hyman 
(1975) for vowels.

 (1) Consonantal strength hierarchy (Escure 1977, 60)

Weaker 1 2 3 4 5 6 Stronger
Ø Glides Liquids Nasals Voiced 

fricatives
Voiced 
stops

Voiceless 
stops

Voiceless 
fricatives

!e hierarchy in (1) is based on manner of articulation and voicing, and is thus 
similar to the sonority hierarchy.2 At the strong edge of the hierarchy stand the 
voiceless stops, which are also the least sonorous and the least marked. At the weak 
edge of the hierarchy stands a Ø, indicating that the ultimate weakening is deletion 
(Hyman 1975). As deletion is also a prosodic phenomenon, weakening involves 
not only segmental alternation but also prosodic alternation, including processes 
like degemination and vowel shortening.

Deletion as weakening is addressed in Harris (1990), whereby strength corre-
lates with structural complexity; the fewer the elements in the representation, the 
weaker the segment (see also Rice 1992). Within this framework, lenition/weak-
ening involves deletion of an element (where elements replace the traditional fea-
tures in segments; Kaye et al. 1985).

!e segmental strength hierarchy is not the only player in strength related 
phenomena. It has long been recognized that “the weakness or strength of a 
consonant is very much a function of its position in the utterance” (Escure 1977, 
57–58). !us, in addition to a segmental strength hierarchy, there is also a struc-
tural strength hierarchy (see also Ségéral and Scheer 2008a), where structure refers 
here to units or sequences beyond the segment.

 (2) Structural strength hierarchy (for consonants)

Weaker 1 2 3 Stronger
 Word $nal

Intervocalic
Word initial 

Unstressed syllable Stressed syllable

!ere seems to be a positive correlation between the two hierarchies, connecting 
strong structures with strong segments and weak structures with weak segments 
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(Hyman 1975). !is correlation is seen most clearly in the attraction between re-
duced vowels (weak segments) and unstressed syllables (weak structure) on the one 
hand and between full vowels (strong segments) and stressed syllables (strong struc-
ture) on the other hand. !is is the case in English (e.g. [m"#n$so%&$] ‘Minnesota’), 
where vowels in unstressed syllables are reduced to schwa, while vowels in stressed 
syllables (either primary or secondary stress) resist reduction, i.e. weakening. 

!e correlation between strong/weak positions and strong/weak segments is 
not without exceptions. Shiraishi (2009), for example, argues for word initial 
spirantization in Nivkh/Gilyak and Katamba (1979), who rejects the strength hi-
erarchy as a universal principle, reports on spirantization in onset position in 
Luganda. In both cases, we $nd weakening in a strong position. Likewise, we $nd 
strengthening in a weak position in cases of $nal devoicing, since voiceless conso-
nants are stronger than voiced ones (see (1) above), but $nal position is a weak 
position. !is latter case is discussed in Harris (2009), who argues that word $nal 
devoicing is actually weakening. 

2.2 Strength and strengthening

!e strength hierarchies presented in §2.1 were developed mostly in the context of 
lenition/weakening; the notion of fortition/strengthening appeared later as a 
counterpart of lenition. Given the antonyms weakening and strengthening and the 
view that weakening involves a process that shi"s a segment down on the strength 
hierarchy, one would expect strengthening to be a process that shi"s a segment up 
in the strength hierarchy. As it turns out, strengthening in phonology is not ex-
actly the counterpart of weakening. As Honeybone (2008, 10) notes, “...cases of 
real fortition are vanishingly rare, and it is by no means obvious that they really are 
the literal ‘opposite’ of lenition”.

Most crucially, while a weak position o"en induces weakening, a strong posi-
tion rarely induces strengthening; rather, it merely blocks phonological processes, 
regardless of their e%ect. !e propensity of strong positions to block phonological 
processes may paradoxically lead to the preservation of the weak in a strong posi-
tion. An example for such a scenario is found in languages that prohibit onsetless 
syllables everywhere, except in word initial position (e.g. Berber, Diegueño). In 
such a case, the strength the syllable gains due to its position at the le" edge allows 
it to resist alternation (e.g. vowel deletion or consonant epenthesis). However, this 
strength also forces its onset to remain weak (i.e. Ø). !is is a case of positional 
faithfulness, which ignores positional markedness, where positional markedness 
requires the onset to host the less sonorous (i.e. the stronger) consonant. 
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In the rest of the paper, I discuss the reverse scenario, where positional faith-
fulness plays a lesser role and positional markedness wins, leading to strengthen-
ing in a strong position.

3. "e beginning of the hypocoristic

3.1 Deriving hypocoristics

!e formation of hypocoristics varies from language to language and even within 
the same language, but the variation is limited by a small set of parameters. Here, 
I focus on templatic hypocoristics that $t into a trochaic template, i.e. two syllables 
with penultimate stress (or two moras).

!e formation of templatic hypocoristics usually involves truncation of segmental 
material that does not $t into the template (e.g. [daniéla] –  [dáni]). Truncation is 
not a requirement but rather a process that serves the prosodic requirement – a foot-
size hypocoristic (see Bat-El 2002 for the distinction between true and fake trunca-
tion). Several parameters are responsible for that shape of the hypocoristic, where 
the following two are rather basic; (3a) determines whether the foot is moraic or 
syllabic and (3b) determines whether the hypocoristic ends in a su&x.

 (3) Parameters in the formation of templatic hypocoristics
  a. "e Foot Parameter
   !e hypocoristic $ts into <a syllabic foot> or <a moraic foot>
  b. "e Right-edge Parameter
   !e segment at the right edge of the hypocoristic corresponds to <a 

segment at the right edge of a su&x> or <a segment of the base > 

!e two parameters in (3) provide four logical types of base–hypocoristic corre-
spondence, and three of them, as shown in (4) below, are found in English (data 
from Weeda 1992). 

 (4) Base–hypocoristic correspondence in English

Foot parameter
Syllabic Moraic

Right-edge
parameter

Base
æl"gz'nd$' 'l"ks m"n(%'va m"n
b$l")nd$ l")nd$ súz$n su

Su#x
b*)nd+$m$n b*)nd+i   
m"n(%'va m")ni   
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!e absence of the fourth type can be explained with a requirement to preserve the 
quantity of the base vowel. !is type of hypocoristic would consist of a bimoraic 
(monosyllabic) template with a su&x, such as [súz$n]  *[sui], where the addition 
of the su&x requires to shorten the base vowel and also change its quality. 

Hebrew does not enjoy the richness found in English templatic hypocoristics. 
First, in the absence of a moraic structure, the Foot Parameter is set in Hebrew to 
<a syllabic foot>, with a couple of counterexamples like [,o,]  [,o,ána]. Second, 
the setting of the Right-edge Parameter is $xed to <the su&x>, with the exception 
of reduplicated hypocoristics which may end without a su&x.3 For example, the 
name [do!on] serves as a base for [dó!i], [dódi], and also [dódo], but not *[dó!o]. 
!at is, the identity of the two syllables in a reduplicated hypocoristic can override 
the setting of the Right-edge Parameter. 

3.2 !e le" edge

!e parameter most relevant to the present study is responsible for the le" edge of 
the hypocoristic, i.e. the beginning of the word. !is parameter, as stated below, 
allows the hypocoristic to select its le" edge from two di%erent strong positions in 
the name. 

 (5) !e Le"-edge Parameter
  !e le" edge of the hypocoristic anchors with the le" edge of
  <the base> or <the base’s strong foot>

!e Le"-edge Parameter provides two types of base–hypocoristic correspondence, 
which, again, may be found within the same language. !roughout the discussion, 
I refer to the <the base> setting in (5) as “base-anchoring” and <the base’s strong 
foot> setting as “foot-anchoring”.4 

 (6) Base- and foot-anchoring

 Base-anchoring Foot-anchoring

Name Hypo Name Hypo

Spanish: rikár#o ríka rikár#o kájo
kon(ep(jón kón(e kon(ep(jón t-,óna

Italian: salvatóre sálva salvatóre tóre
nikóla níko nikóla kóla

English: æl"gz'nd'$ 'l"ks æl"gz'nd'$ s'nd'$
gæb'i*)l$ g'bi gæb'i*)l$ *)l$
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Note that foot-anchoring is identical to stress-anchoring when the foot is trochaic. 
Foot-anchoring is however more general, as it includes French hypocoristics such 
as [norín]  [honorín]. 

!e Le"-edge Parameter provides further support for the notion of positional 
strength, since it manipulates the two strong positions in the base, i.e. the begin-
ning of the word and the stressed syllable. However, by manipulating a strong 
position in the input, there is no guarantee that the strong position in the output 
will host a strong segment. For example, foot-anchoring in [m.'g$'ít$]  ['ít$] 
results in word initial ['], a relatively weak consonant in a strong position. A better 
output with respect to the correlation between segmental and positional strength 
would have been [m.'g$'ít$]  [g*)'i]. !is is similar to the case mentioned in 
§2.2, where the strength of the le" edge blocks epenthesis in word initial onset 
position, and thus paradoxically preserves the weak.

!e distinction drawn here is between manipulating a strong position in the 
input and strengthening a strong position in the output. !is distinction correlates 
with the distinction between positional faithfulness and positional markedness. 
Base- and foot-anchoring in hypocoristics usually involve the manipulation of the 
input’s strong position (positional faithfulness). In [m.'g$'ít$]  ['ít$], the input’s 
strong position has been selected to be the output’s strong position, but nothing 
has been done to enhance the strength of the segment in the strong position. In 
contrast, [w")lj$m]  [b"l] (English) is a case of output strength since the strength 
of the segments in the strong position has been enhanced ([w]  [b]). Of course, 
[w")lj$m]  [b"l] is also a case of input strength since the le" edge of the base/base’s 
strong foot is preserved. !e enhancement of output strength is a reduction of 
markedness (a stop onset is less marked than a glide or fricative onset). As shown 
in Piñeros (2000), markedness reduction in Spanish hypocoristics also includes 
cluster simpli$cation (e.g. [bráwljo]  [bálo], [alexandrína]  [dína]), where the 
stronger and least marked consonant survives (a stop rather than a liquid).

Hebrew rarely employs such strength enhancing strategies; in most cases, the 
segment in the hypocoristic is identical to its correspondent in the base name. 
However, Hebrew employs a di%erent strength enhancing strategy – mis-anchor-
ing (which may look like foot anchoring). By staying away from the weak le" edge 
of the base name, Hebrew hypocoristics enhance the strength of the le" edge of the 
hypocoristic. 

4. Gradient mis-anchoring in Hebrew hypocoristics

As shown in (7) below, Hebrew seems to provide evidence for the distinction be-
tween base-anchored and foot-anchored hypocoristics. 
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 (7) Base vs. foot-anchoring in Hebrew

Base-anchoring Foot-anchoring

Name Hypo Name Hypo
daniéla dáni adás dási
,ulamít ,úli anát náti

I argue, however, that what looks like foot-anchoring is actually mis-anchoring, 
and that mis-anchoring is a strengthening strategy. 

4.1 !e le"-edge parameter in Hebrew hypocoristics

Before presenting the Hebrew data, it is important to note that stress in Hebrew 
names varies quite o"en, as in [jónatan] ~ [jonatán], [jekutíel] ~ [jekutiél], and 
[jósef] ~ [joséf] (Bat-El 2005). In such cases, I transcribe the le"most stress with 
acute and the rightmost one with underline. For example, [menáxem] means that 
both [menáxem] and [menaxém] are possible. 

Given the variable stress, there are instances where the Le"-edge Parameter 
would provide up to three di%erent hypocoristics. !is is possible when the num-
ber of syllables in the name is higher than two, and stress is variable, falling on 
non-initial syllables (e.g. [menáxem]). In such cases, the hypocoristic can be base-
anchored ([menáxem]  [méni]) or foot-anchored with either the penultimate 
stressed syllable ([menáxem]  [náxi]) or the $nal one ([menaxém]  [xémi]). 

Although variable stress allows many options for le"-anchoring, we can still 
predict which types of form are not expected to appear, and which are expected:

1. A syllable that is not stressed and not initial in the name would not be initial 
(and thus stressed) in the corresponding hypocoristic. For example, given the 
name [jónatan], where stress can reside on the initial or $nal syllable, we ex-
pect to get the hypocoristics [jóni] and [táni] but not *[náti].

2. Since a given name o"en has more than one corresponding hypocoristic, it is 
predicted that every initial and stressed syllable in a name would get to be 
initial in a hypocoristic. For example, a name like [t -sipó!a] is expected to have 
two corresponding hypocoristics, [t -sípi] and [pó!i]. 

Prediction (1) is much stronger than prediction (2), since it relies on positive evi-
dence. Prediction (2) is weak because it is based on the absence of evidence. Since 
there is no actual paradigm here, the absence of forms could be accidental. !ere-
fore, prediction (1) alone serves in the following section to support the mis-an-
choring (rather than foot-anchoring) approach to Hebrew hypocoristics.
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4.2 Mis-anchoring and the strength hierarchy

Against the prediction in (1) above, there are hypocoristics in Hebrew whose $rst 
(and stressed) syllable does not correspond to either the initial syllable in the name 
or the stressed one; e.g. [jisa(s)xá!]  [sási], [jekutíel]  [kúti], [eliéze!] [zó!i].5 
Moreover, not only does [jisa(s)xá!] have a corresponding hypocoristic that does 
not anchor with a strong position, it does not have a corresponding base-anchored 
(*[jisi]) or foot-anchored (*[xá!i]) hypocoristic. 

Such examples are rare since most Hebrew names consist of fewer than three 
syllables, and stress, as noted in §4.1, is o"en variable.6 For example, within the 
group of disyllabic names, only those with invariable stress on the $rst syllable can 
potentially contradict the prediction in (1). For example, from the name [nóga] we 
expect to get only [nógi], where [gági] would serve to refute (1). 

!e few examples given above support my claim that the hypocoristics that are 
not base-anchored are mis-anchored, where mis-anchoring means that there is no 
designated anchoring site. !is is actually not surprising given that stress is vari-
able and thus the foot is not a reliable anchoring site. To further support this claim, 
I provide data showing that mis-anchoring is somewhat systematic. !at is, the 
only designated anchoring site in Hebrew is the le" edge of the base, but when this 
edge is weak, there is a tendency to truncate it. 

A database of 195 hypocoristics corresponding to 161 names was collected 
from 19 linguistics students in Tel-Aviv University (the students were asked to 
provide disyllabic nicknames and the corresponding full names of people they 
know).7 Quite a few names had both mis-anchored and base anchored hypocoris-
tics (e.g. [jósef]  [jósi], [sé$]); out of the 161 names, 80% (129) had base an-
chored hypocoristics and 41% (66) had mis-anchored hypocoristics. As shown in 
(8) below, the distribution of the mis-anchored hypocoristics among the strength 
groups is not sporadic. !e lower the strength of the initial segment in the name, 
the higher the percentage of the mis-anchored hypocoristics.

 (8) Distribution of mis-anchored hypocoristics in Hebrew 

Strength
Name’s Total Total Mis-anchored

hyposinitial segment names hypos
low Vowels 43 63 35 81%

Glides&Liquids 38 47 21 55%
Nasals 23 24  4 17%
Fricatives 28 30  4 14%

high Stops 29 31  2  7%
Total 161 195 66 41%
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At the top of the scale are the vowel initial names, i.e. names beginning with Ø 
in the onset (see strength hierarchy in (1)). In Hebrew, Ø in onset position cor-
responds to the historical [/], [h], or [0] which rarely surface in casual speech 
(though do appear in the written form). In all cases, mis-anchoring results in 
a hypocoristic with an initial consonant, thus enhancing the strength of the 
left edge. 

 (9) Hypocoristics corresponding to vowel initial names

Name Base-anchored Mis-anchored

alíza áli lízi
ámnon ámi nóni 
ósnat ósi náti
eliéze! éli zó!i
alóna lóni
anát náti
éldad dádi

Mis-anchoring in vowel initial names is not unique to Hebrew. Weeda (1992) 
made this observation with regard to French hypocoristics, like the ones in (10) 
below.8

 (10) French hypocoristics

C-initial Le$-anchored V-initial Mis-anchored

ka!olin ka!o elodi lodi
do!ote do!o elizab*t zab*t
dominik domi ameli meli

Nelson (1998) attributes the mis-anchoring in (10) to the constraint requiring an 
onset. !is, as I show here, is only part of the story in Hebrew. It is not only a re-
quirement for an onset, but rather a requirement for an “optimal” onset. !us, the 
“better” the initial onset in the name, the smaller the chance for mis-anchoring. 
!is is supported by the relatively high percentage of mis-anchored hypocoristics 
corresponding to names beginning with liquids or glides; 54% (15/28) of the hy-
pocoristics corresponding to glide initial names were mis-anchored, and 32% 
(6/19) of those corresponding to liquid initial names. 
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 (11) Names beginning with liquids or glides

Name Le$-anchored Mis-anchored

joxéved jóxi xévi
jósef jósi sé$
jisa(s)xár sási
já!on !óni
jis!aéla !éli
!áxel !óxi xéli
!ívka !íki, !ívi kíki
!eút túti

!e mis-anchored hypocoristics optimize the strength of the onset, given the con-
sonants available in the name. Mis-anchoring can potentially go as far as the fourth 
syllable, though such cases are rare given the relatively small number of names 
with more than two syllables. Moreover, as the purpose of mis-anchoring is to in-
crease the strength of the le" edge, there is no reason to go further away from the 
le" edge without enhancing the strength at the le" edge of the hypocoristic. For 
example, the name [eliéze!] has three hypocorisitcs, [éli], [lózi] and [zó!i], where 
each is further away from the le" edge of the name and better in terms of initial 
onset strength. !e same is true for [alíza] with its three hypocoristics, [áli], [lízi], 
and [zázi/záza]. !e name [binjámin], however, does not enjoy this richness, hav-
ing only base-anchored hypocoristics, [béni/bíbi]. Mis-anchoring in such a case 
would not increase the strength of the le" edge, as the initial onset in the potential 
hypocoristics *[jámi] and *[míni] is weaker than that in [béni/bíbi].

5. Limitations on strengthening

I have argued above that mis-anchoring in Hebrew hypocoristics is a strengthen-
ing strategy; by truncating the le" edge of the base name (apheresis), the mis-an-
chored hypocoristic avoids a weaker initial consonant.

Strengthening by avoiding the weak is also found within the phrase level. Weir 
(2012) considers ungrammatical phrases like those in (12), which he claims to be 
common in informal English.

 (12) Le"-edge drop in English (Weir 2012)
  I don’t think so
  !e man over there seems to think so
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Weir (2012) argues that prosodically weak elements, such as pronouns and clitics, 
are o"en deleted in informal speech to allow the phrase to begin with a prosodi-
cally strong element, i.e. a stressed syllable.

Truncation at the le" edge is rather unique, due to the pivotal role of this edge 
in processing and word recognition (see, for example, Marlsen-Wilson’s 1987 co-
hort model). However, when it comes to hypocoristics, the relation between the 
base name and the hypocoristic has little contribution to word recognition since a 
hypocoristic may stand as an independent name. In such cases, positional faithful-
ness is of less importance than positional markedness, and thus there is more free-
dom to reduce the markedness of the surface structure. 

Truncation at the le" edge is found also in children’s productions (e.g. Hebrew 
[klemantína]  [tína], [atína], [tatína], [matína] ‘tangerine’, [ga!báim]  [báim], 
[abáim], [babáim] ‘socks’), unless the initial syllable is stressed ([télefon]  [téfon] 
‘telephone’). In this case, however, it is not a strengthening process, but rather the 
e%ect of developmental procedure, where the prosodic word grows from right-to-
le", syllable-by-syllable, nucleus $rst and then onset for each syllable (Ben-David 
2012). Consonants of all kinds are subject to deletion in initial onset position, but 
as shown in Karni (2012), sonorants are more susceptible to deletion than ob-
struents in onset position. 

As in the case of hypocoristics, word recognition does not play a major role in 
early speech. During the early stages of acquisition, when the basic lexicon is un-
der construction, the children’s attention is drawn mostly to acoustic prominence. 
As the acoustically prominent positions are the stressed and $nal syllables, the 
children truncate in their productions the less prominent position, i.e. the le" edge 
(Adam and Bat-El 2009). As the lexicon grows, the children gradually shi" their 
attention from the positions relevant for building the lexicon to the position rele-
vant for word recognition, i.e. from the right edge to the le" edge (Dinnsen and 
Farris-Trimble 2008a, b).

To conclude, the le" edge of the word is of vital importance for processing and 
word recognition, and therefore it is usually preserved as is, regardless of its 
strength. !e extreme example, mentioned in §2.2, is found in languages that 
amend onsetless syllables in word medial position but not in word initial position. 
In such cases, the strongest position in the positional hierarchy (2) hosts the weak-
est element in the segmental hierarchy (1), i.e. Ø. !is is the limitation on strength-
ening in word initial position. However, in cases where access to the base does not 
play a major role, as in hypocoristics, the limitation on strengthening is weaker 
and a strong position induces active strengthening. 
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Notes

* Simply put ... I owe Jean my career. It was 1980 when Jean came to teach phonology in Tel-
Aviv University, where I was studying for my B.A. degree. With a fresh Ph.D. degree in his hands 
and a lot of enthusiasm, Jean was then, as he is now, unique and mesmerizing with his aca-
demic commitment and teaching methods. It was then when I decided that phonology is my 
niche, a decision I would make again today. !ank you, Jean.
1. Base names that are not marked for stress have variable stress patterns; see also §4.1.
2. !is is, of course, not the only strength hierarchy available in the literature. See Foley (1977) 
for the integration of place features into a strength hierarchy, as well as the subsequent critique 
of Foley in Katamba (1979) and Bauer (1983).
3. As shown in Bat-El (2005), the su&x “-i” appears in templatic hypocoristics (e.g. [,o,ána]  
[,ó,-i]) as well as non-templatic ones (e.g. [mixál]  [mixál-i]). When the name is monosyllabic, 
one cannot tell whether the hypocoristic is templatic or non-templatic (e.g. [gad]  [gad-i]).
4. Base-anchoring and foot-anchoring hypocoristics are o"en referred to as type A and type 
B hypocoristics respectively. !e data in (6) are drawn from Lipski (1995) and Piñeros (2000) for 
Spanish, and !ornton (1996) and Halicki (2008) for Italian. Spanish hypocoristics are rela-
tively rich in consonant substitutions, which is the source of [t-,] in [kon(ep(jón]  [t-,óna] (see 
a detailed discussion in Piñeros 2000).
5. I do not attend here to the rare cases of vowel replacement, like [e] [o] in [eliéze!]  [zó!i] 
and [i]  [e] in [binjámin]  [béni]. Note also that a sequence of two vowels in the name is sim-
pli$ed in the corresponding hypocoristic (Bat-El 2005); e.g. [jis!aéla]  [!éli], [,ául]  [,úli].
6. !e database used in the present study consists of 161 names, with the following distribu-
tion by number of syllables: Monosyllabic 9% (14), disyllabic 59% (95), trisyllabic 27% (43), and 
quadrisyllabic 6% (9).
7. !e number of hypocoristics was larger, but for the purpose of the present study, I did not 
distinguish between hypocoristics that anchor with the same edge in the name. For example, 
[dó!i], [dódi] and [dódo] all from the base [dó!on], were counted as one hypocoristic, and so 
were [xézi] and [xézki] from [jexézkel].
8. Weeda (1992) lists two other properties that may lead to mis-anchoring: (1) the $rst sylla-
ble in the name is closed, and (2) the name ends in a schwa or a consonant.




